
BEST FREE CURSIVE WRITING APP

Editor's Choice Award (96/) - Children's Technology Review -- Cursive Writing Wizard is the perfect app to help every
child learn how to trace their ABC's .

It teaches your kids how to read, write and understand letters from a to z. With custom colors, you can
beautify your drawing. The app offers several styles and formatting options along with easy-to-use tools.
Moreover, iTrace supports multiple players and automatically saves their progress. Plus, it also offers the
sounds of the letters so that your kid can pronounce them properly. The compatibility with many languages
offers you the needed liberty of expression. Thanks to impressive ink effects and palm rejection, the app lets
you write with the desired flair. Use the zoom-in window to insert more text into a small space. However, it
boasts a wide range of handwriting tools to let you write elegantly. And with the handy organizing tools in the
offing, you will keep your files in sync with your workflow. It teaches letter trajectory, directions of lines and
also offers exercises where they have to associate letters with words. As it works perfectly with Apple Pencil,
you will enjoy giving the ideal shape to your imagination. Price: Free Download 7. Times when you are on the
go, you can record your thoughts in the audio forms. The automatic tracking and reporting feature makes it
easy for parents, teachers and occupational therapists to identify time on task and progress. As a result, you
never seem to run out of options. Besides, it also allows you to track the progress of your child. GoodNotes 4
GoodNotes 4 claims to use the advanced digital ink technology to make your handwritten notes stand out.
Sponsored Links Download 5. So, your kid will have lots of reasons to learn. Then, you can save the files for
later use. The app provides a fun-loving way to learn the English alphabet and numbers from 1 to  Notability
Sponsored Links Currently placed at the seventh position in productivity category, Notability is one of the
most popular note-taking apps for iOS. This is the perfect app for letting kids use their creativity while
developing their fine motor and visual thinking skills. With this app, children can mix handwritten text with
type and pull in materials from outside sources with ease. You can practice guided exercises to learn every
subtle nuance of writing artistically. LetterSchool Kids learn to write letters and numbers as they play four
exciting games per letter or number: Intro â€” discover the shape, name and sound of all the 26 abc letters and
numbers Tap â€” learn where to start to write the letters and numbers and finish by tapping the dots Trace â€”
learn the letter trajectory by tracing it Write â€” test your knowledge by writing the abc and numbers from
memory This is a fantastic app for helping kids slow down and focus while learning upper and lower case
letters. Price: Free Download 2. Or, you will export them to your favorite apps like Evernote or Apple Notes.
The built-in browser makes it pretty easy to check the reference.


